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LIVING ROOM:  
NICOLE SALCEDA

Eye for Pretty spaces epitomize 
that contradiction of California 
casual—luxury finishes, rich textures, 
and timeless furnishings arranged 
in a way that is unpretentious and 
comfortable. Our signature style is—
simply put—elevated. Our designs 
enhance your life by improving the 
functionality of your space and the 
backdrop of your everyday.

I love the warm and approachable 
vibe this room has. It’s pulled 
together but doesn’t feel stuffy or 
a space you couldn’t relax in. The 
moodier tones in the rug anchor the 
space while the light furniture keeps 
it airy. It’s a space we would love to 
bring to life!
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FEATURED LINES:

1. & 2.
Visual Comfort & Co., 

A109 
3. 

NOIR, C399
4.  

Loloi Rugs,  
A224-04, B462, B471, 

B480, B482 
5. 

Bloomingville @ Creative 
Co-Op, C796

6.  
Dovetail, B159 

7.  
PALECEK, C498 

8., 9. & 12. 
Four Hands, A140

10.  
Wendover Art Group, 

A114, C378 
11. 

Pom Pom at HOME, C506

Sherwin Williams:

Eider White
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A. Clay pot, Creative Co-Op: An oversized textured pot adds interest to any corner. Just add your favorite indoor plant!

B. Plant, Pacific Silk Plants: I'm a big fan of beautiful faux plants that are mistaken for the real thing. No maintenance is perfect for a busy lifestyle.

C. Mirror, Four Hands: Round mirrors aren't going anywhere. I love the little detail at the top and the classic shape.

D. Sherwin-Williams: Elder White is the perfect backdrop of any room. It's not quite white, not quite gray but the just right barely there greige.

E. Noir: I love the new deeper shade this sideboard comes in. Function and style comes together in this perfect piece!

F. Bench, Four Hands: The organic shape of this coffee table makes it interesting and unique!

G. White Chair, Dovetail Furniture: The simplistic design of this chair paired with the most comfortable, pillow like seat makes it a forever favorite!

H. Cream lamp, Visual Comfort & Co.: Soft tones and subtle texture make this table lamp a stunner.

I. Candle chandelier, Visual Comfort Co.: I love an oversized chandelier and this one is large in size but minimalistic in scale.

J. Couch, Four Hands: A slipcovered sofa is perfect for active families. This one has clean lines and a streamlined shape.

K. Nesting tables, PALECEK: These woven nesting tables are so beautiful. They work as side tables and are the perfect compliment to the end of a sofa or by
an occasional chair.

L. Cream Grey Wall Art, Wendover Art Group: This muted abstract art is the perfect compliment to the entire room!

M. Chain, Bloomingville @ Creative Co-Op: Chunky links are perfect stacked on top of coffee table books.

N. White vase, Bloomingville @ Creative Co-Op: I love the shape of this modern vase!

O. Marble Bowl, Creative Co-Op: The free form shape of this marble bowl looks perfect on top of a table or sideboard.

P. Pillow, Pom Pom at HOME: Pom Pom is our favorite source for gorgeous textiles. Their extra-long body pillows are perfect on a sofa or bed.

Q. Rug, Loloi Rugs: The muted, deep colors in this Loloi Amarra rug ground the entire space and set the tone of the room.
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